The Consultants compiled several documents which support the 21st Century Library Plan for the Santa Fe Public Library System. These documents are presented on the following pages, overleaf, and are referenced within the body of the Library System Plan Report, using the numerical section number to indicate the Section in which the given Appendix first appears. For example, reference to Appendix 3.1 first appears in Section 3, and the content of that Appendix is primarily related to that Section. These Appendix documents are:

- Appendix 3.1: Demographic Comparison Reports for Santa Fe City, County, and Santa Fe Public Library locations, compiled by DecisionWhere, Inc.
- Appendix 4.1: 2018 Mosaic USA E-Handbook, containing detailed data on each of the 71 market segments within the United States.
- Appendix 5.1: Definition of Terms.
- Appendix 5.2: Library Facility Standards.
- Appendix 5.3: Library Space Standards.
- Appendix 5.4: Library Site Evaluation Criteria.
- Appendix 5.5: Library Parking Guidelines.
- Appendix 6.1: New Mexico Peer Library Comparisons.
- Appendix 6.2: Capitol City Peer Library Comparisons.
- Appendix 7.1: “I Want My Library To ...” Survey Results.
- Appendix 7.3: Publication Developments in the e-Book Industry.
- Appendix 7.4: Proposed Collection Development Policy Modifications for the Santa Fe Public Library.
- Appendix 7.5: Functional Assessment of each Santa Fe Public Library.